












































The aim of social studies education is to bring up a citizen who participates in the public sphere.
This study examined the necessity of social studies classes,and the construction of curriculum inspired
 
by an idea from The Public Realm of Appearance by the political scientist Junichi Saito.This study
 
hypothesizes that the construction of a unit of social studies curriculum incorporating Tom Andersen’s
 
reflecting process － a form of narrative therapy－ can achieve two effects： a)through the reflecting
 
process ”the public realm of appearance ”can be illuminated in class,and b)a learner can renew the
 
dominant story about social phenomena in an alternative story. The main idea of the reflecting
 
process is this： a) taking away the division of the observer and the observed,and b) listening to the
 
alternative stories created by peers in the narrative community. I constructed a junior high school
-level unit of social studies called “Let’s think about the problem of poverty” by adapting Tom
 
Andersen’s reflecting process.
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